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Study shows UOW contributes $2 billion a year to economy

The 3D camera that helps the blind ‘see’

UOW PhD student, Xue Wei, is working
on developing a 3D assistive navigation
system for the vision impaired that speaks
to the user.

Wollongong has two billion reasons to say
it is now a major university city with an
economic future increasingly focused on
the knowledge economy.
A recently released study conducted by
UOW’s Centre for Small Business and
Regional Research, the methodology
of which was independently verified by
Deloitte Access Economics, shows that
UOW activities generate over $2 billion in
economic activity each year, with most
occurring in Wollongong and the Illawarra
region.
The study, UOW: Leading Locally,
Competing Globally, shows that the
University’s activities generate almost
8000 jobs and $607 million in household
income, and contribute $1.12 billion to
Gross Domestic Product annually.
In the Illawarra, UOW-related expenditure
generates 4908 jobs annually from
operations, capital investment, including
construction and maintenance, student
expenditure including day-to-day living
expenses for domestic and international
students, and visitor expenditure from
graduation ceremonies, conferences,
tourism at UOW’s Science Centre and
special events.
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UOW Vice-Chancellor Professor Paul
Wellings said the study provided
compelling evidence of Wollongong’s
emergence as a university city.
“The steel industry underpinned the
regional economy for most of the 20th
century, but in the 21st century it is clear
that the University of Wollongong also is
a major driver of economic activity and
employment opportunities in the region.
The contribution of the University is still
growing.”
The report also highlighted the increasingly
important role UOW will play in driving a
longer term structural transformation in
the economy of its home region.
“We have the expertise, capacity and
global connections to help fundamentally
transform this region. Our research
is generating innovation and business
growth opportunities, and our graduates
are some of the most sought after in the
marketplace,” he said.
Professor Wellings points to three related
factors that he believes can be leveraged
to position Wollongong as a genuine
participant in the global knowledge
economy over the coming decades.
“Firstly, UOW produces the second

highest number of information technology
graduates of any Australia university. We
are developing a huge knowledge worker
skills base at UOW, and we want as many
of these graduates as possible to stay
in Wollongong and continue enjoying
the great lifestyle and beautiful natural
environment, but to add a great job to that
list of reasons to stay!” he said.
“Secondly, our Innovation Campus in North
Wollongong [pictured above] represents
some of the finest research and high
tech infrastructure in the nation. We are
attracting multi-national tenants from as
far away as India,” he said.
“Thirdly, add in the fact that Wollongong is
one of the first major regions in Australia
to benefit from the roll-out of the National
Broadband Network, and one can start
to see a loner-term vision emerging for a
very bright future in the global knowledge
economy.”
Professor Wellings said that the University
is working very closely with other regional
bodies, including the NSW Department
of Trade and Investment, Regional
Development Australia and Wollongong
City Council, to solidify the vision.

The device, when finished, could improve
the lives of the 285 million visually
impaired people globally, helping them
safely navigate the world around them, and

it has already received national attention.
Xue recently received an award in the
Canon Australia 2012 Extreme Imaging
competition for her work.
She recently told the Illawarra Mercury
that her device offers an alternative to
guide dogs, which take a lot of time to
train and are not suitable for every vision
impaired person.
She said the main advantage the 3D
camera had over the 2D variety, was that it
could judge distance.
“It’s about using the 3D camera to segment
a 3D scene, to measure the distances
between objects and also to classify what
types of objects they are,” she said.
“For each scene the information would
be accompanied by text, such as ‘there’s
a pedestrian two metres in front to your
left’, and that text would be converted to
audio through a text-to-speech computer
program.”
Xue is continuing to develop the navigation
system that aims to mimic the human
vision system with her PhD supervisors,
Professor Salim Bouzerdoum and Dr Lam
Phung.

UOW to receive new multi-million dollar microscope
UOW’s Electron Microscopy Centre is set
to receive a powerful new multi-million
dollar aberration corrected scanning
transmission electron microscope that has
a resolution limit close to atomic scale.
Director of the Centre, Professor
Elena Pereloma, said the ARC funded
microscope, which is the first of its
kind in Australia, will allow cuttingedge developments in nanotechnology,
materials science and engineering.
“This device has an imaging resolution
limit of around one hydrogen atom and, for
chemical analysis, a resolution limit near
the atomic scale. This opens up a range of
new research paths for us”, she said.
Professor Pereloma said about 150
researchers currently use the Centre’s four
microscopes for projects as far and wide
as improving the efficiency of clean energy
hydrogen fuel cells, developing advanced
steels for the automotive industry and
extending the life of lithium-ion batteries
that will power the electric cars of the
future (more on page 11).
She said the new microscope will further

this research and open up new possibilities
for atomic scale characterisation that will
help advance clean-tech water splitting
technologies and further research into
new forms of carbon, like graphene. This

will assist UOW researchers who have
recently discovered a graphene composite
can be spun into the toughest fibres known
to man, which may form the bullet-proof
vests of the future.
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Eat Pray Mourn: UOW researchers create ABC doco

Two UOW researchers have joined forces
to create a powerful documentary on the
alleged extrajudicial killing of criminals by
police in Indonesia, which was aired on ABC
Radio National on Sunday 7 April.
Eat Pray Mourn: Crime and Punishment
in Jakarta, is the result of an unusual
research collaboration between an
anthropologist and a radio studies
academic.
The 50-minute documentary produced
by research fellow at UOW’s Centre for
Transnational Crime Prevention, Dr Jacqui

Baker, and senior journalism lecturer, Dr
Siobhan McHugh, seeks to understand how
the Indonesian community’s toleration of
violence, including lynchings, has been
shaped by the nation’s post-colonial
history.
Drawing on Dr Baker’s research into
alleged extrajudicial killing of criminals by
police in Indonesia, Dr McHugh constructs
an intimate soundscape that embeds
stories of three women mourning loved
ones, in an evocative matrix of cultural and
political history.

Giving voice to those normally
marginalised, and drawing on
interdisciplinary scholarly research, the
documentary explores the hidden legacy of
authoritarianism and the kinds of violence
that are condoned and perpetuated in
Indonesia’s nascent democracy.
Eat Pray Mourn was broadcast on ABC’s
360 and is available as a podcast from abc.
net.au. An Indonesian language broadcast
in Indonesia is expected later in 2013.

UOW announces new $33m ‘airspace’ facility for research students
UOW has announced it will build a new $33
million sciences laboratory facility to house
research students.
The Sciences Teaching Facility will be
built in airspace over the existing Ovals
P7 Carpark, adjacent to the SMART
Infrastructure Facility and linked to
the Sciences Building. Construction is
expected to start in November 2013 and be
completed by December 2014.
The three-level 6,100 square metres
facility comprises chemistry, biological
sciences and earth and environmental
teaching laboratories, which will be used
for science, health and behavioural and
engineering students, with the top floor
containing research laboratories for Higher
Degree Research Students.
6
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Research voyage to save our coral reefs

UOW and Geoscience Australia researchers
spent a few weeks in February aboard
Australia’s national marine research vessel,
the RV Southern Surveyor, on a mission
to better understand how climate change
affects coral reefs.
The research team, led by UOW marine
geologist, Professor Colin Woodroffe, have
been exploring the marine habitats around
Balls Pyramid, a spectacular remnant of a
volcano that is part of southernmost reef
in the Pacific, the Lord Howe Island Marine
Park, 600 kilometres east of Australia’s
mainland.
What they found was unexpected.
Underwater video cameras towed behind
the vessel revealed the first ever footage
of ancient relics of coral reefs that once
surrounded this volcanic remnant.
“We have been able to map large sections
of the seafloor in the shallower areas
around the pyramid and discovered
that coral flourished there in the past,”
Professor Woodroffe said.
Drill core samples collected from the
seabed showed that the ancient reefs

flourished 8000 years ago, when the sea
level was about 30 metres lower than it is
today.
Professor Woodroffe said by studying what

Researchers board
Australia’s national
marine vessel, the RV
Southern Surveyor, to
understand the effects
of climate change Great
Barrier Reef corals.
happened to these ancient reefs, we may
be able to predict how climate change will
affect the Lord Howe Island Marine Park
and other Australian reefs, and put in place
policies to better protect these spectacular
habitats.

“Reefs are sensitive to global climate
change, especially periods of warming, and
these former reefs may provide an analogy
for how reefs respond to future climate
change,” Professor Woodroffe said.
Professor Woodroffe and his PhD student,
Michelle Linklater, used multibeam sonar
to map the ocean floor around Balls
Pyramid.
Michelle will return later in the year to
conduct more fieldwork for her doctoral
thesis, which focuses on mapping and
interpreting the seabed habitats of Lord
Howe Island. She will work closely with the
Marine Park Authority to ensure that the
results of the studies can be incorporated
into future management plans.
In the meantime, the researchers will
spend the next few months sifting through
data, before setting sail again next year
on the Australia’s new national maritime
research vessel, Investigator, to study a
sequence of atolls north of Lord Howe
Island where a hotspot chain of volcanoes
lie.
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Researchers invent new wind harvesting technology

Studying food security and pirates in West Africa
which governments ensure that fisheries
remain economically viable and attractive
by comparison with alternative, criminal
livelihoods.
Dr Hanich says while piracy is a source
of insecurity for the fishing industry, an
industry that is a major contributor to
employment creation and poverty alleviation
in many coastal communities within the
Gulf of Guinea, fishers themselves are
sometimes involved in transnational crime.
He says transhipments to fishing vessels
are a common method of transport drugs to
West Africa.
“Cocaine originating from South America is
usually transported by ‘motherships’ to the
African coast and offloaded into smaller
ships, including fishing vessels, and the
drugs are then landed in the region.”
Fishing vessels are also used in smuggling
migrants and trafficking weapons.
From Piracy and illegal fishing to people
smuggling and cocaine trafficking,
researchers from UOW’s Australian National
Centre for Ocean Resources and Security
(ANCORS) have been awarded $600,000 to
study the unlawful maritime activities in the
Gulf of Guinea region of West Africa.
Director of ANCORS, Professor Martin
Tsamenyi, will lead a team of researchers
in the “Fishing for Security in the Gulf of
Guinea” project, which was awarded under

8
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Professor Safaei says he started this line
of research to overcome some of the key
shortcomings of current wind turbine

Researchers invent
quieter, cheaper, safer
wind turbine that can be
installed on wind farms or
on tops of city buildings.
technology, in particular, to enable modular
manufacturing, easier transportation and
installation, and reduce noise, as well as
land usage footprint.
“I wanted to create a wind turbine that
better integrated with living environments”,
he says, adding that the invention “looks
like a window with a sparse venetian blind –
the blades move vertically up and down.”
He says the invention can be easily blended

into existing environments because of its
window-like form, which can be painted to
match buildings.
Director of Innovation & Commercialisation
Research at UOW Elizabeth Eastland says
in order to make the switch to renewable
energy technologies, which will help cut
greenhouse gas emissions and lessen the
impact of fossil fuels shortages, we need
to come up with innovative, but workable
solutions.
“PowerWINDows has the potential to help
us harvest wind energy in a much more
effective way,” she says.
“We are pleased to have Birdon working
with us to advance this technology.”
Group General Manager of Birdon, Ian
Ramsay, says he looks forward to working
with UOW on this nationally important
project.
“We see this is an opportunity to apply our
engineering expertise in the green energy
area, and contribute to the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, whilst bringing
to market a strong and viable commercial
solution for the renewable energy sector.”

Dinosaur milk?

Photo: fmpgoh | Flickr

Towering skyscrapers fitted with softly
rotating panelled windows that harness
wind energy and convert it into electricity.
Is this what the cities of the future will look
like? It is if Professor Farzad Safaei has
anything to do with it.
Professor Safaei, Director of UOW’s ICT
Research Institute, and his team, have
invented a new kind of wind turbine with
big possibilities. Its unique design (artist
impression above) means it can be used
on both wind farms and in metropolitan
areas – installed on the sides or tops of
skyscrapers and large apartment buildings.
It it is also quieter, cheaper to run and safer
than current wind turbines – it doesn’t
have large rotating blades that might be
dangerous for humans or birds.
PowerWINDows is the culmination of four
years of work and UOW has just signed an
initial two-year deal with one of Australia’s
leading engineering companies, Birdon,
to build a commercial viable prototype.
The prototype will enable more extensive
testing and evaluation in the hope that
the product may one day be brought into
production.

Did dinosaurs lactate? It’s a question
physiology expert Professor Paul Else has
been pondering for years –15 years in fact.
But before you start imagining T-Rex in a
bra, Professor Else said dinosaur lactation,
if it did in fact exist, would have involved
secretions from the upper digestive tract
that produce a ‘milk-like’ substance.
“Pigeons, emperor penguins and flamingos

the 2012 AusAID Development Research
Award Scheme.
The team of researchers includes Dr Chris
Rahman, Dr Quentin Hanich, Professor
Clive Schofield, Dr David Kirby and Kamal
Deen Ali. They will be working with the
United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation, fisheries agencies in Ghana
and Liberia as well as the Ghanan Navy
to look at the drivers of piracy and other
unlawful maritime activities and ways in

all produce ‘milk-like’ substances from
crop glands or glands of the oesophagus
that they feed to their young through their
mouths,” he said.
“Since birds and dinosaurs share much in
common I proposed that some dinosaurs
likely used this feeding strategy.”
Professor Else’s theory has been published
in The Journal of Experimental Biology.
In the article, he argues that the greatest
potential advantage of dinosaur lactation
is that the milk fed to the young can be
‘spiked’ with additives, such as antibodies,
antioxidants and growth hormone.
“These are all examples of additives
found in the milk of pigeons that allow
their young to grow at phenomenal rates”,
Professor Else said, adding that his theory
could help explain how dinosaurs grew so
quickly.
While there is no hard evidence of lactation
in the fossil record of dinosaurs as the
process would involve examining soft
tissues, which are not preserved as fossils,
Professor Else points to a case study

“Migrants intending to enter Europe are
often carried by fishing vessels to transit
countries such as Algeria, Libya and
Morocco”, he said.
Over the next two years, ANCORS will
work on developing policy options for
communities, national governments and
regional intergovernmental bodies to help
create a sustainable fisheries industry that
will be a source of security and prosperity
for the region.

he proposed – the herbivorous duckbills
(hadrosaurs).
“Hadrosaurs were herd, site breeders with
nest bound young fed by parents. The
proposal is that rather than regurgitating
partially fermented plant matter these
dinosaur parents initially used lactation
then progressed to plant regurgitation.”
So why did a researcher with an interest in
membrane lipids write a paper on dinosaur
lactation?
“Although I work at the molecular level
I’m basically a comparative physiologist
and one thing that always struck me as
unresolved about dinosaurs was how a
dinosaur parent of several tonnes could
feed young of only a few kilograms. It
seemed obvious, a form of lactation, similar
to that present in birds.
What’s next for Professor Else? “For the
moment, it’s back to membrane lipids
and wait for the ‘real’ dinosaur scientist
to get over this provocative idea that I’ve
proposed”.
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Researchers unearth secrets of ancient climate

Battery technology breakthrough to improve electric cars
Nano-engineer, Professor Zaiping Guo is
working on improving lithium-ion batteries
for use in electric vehicles, as well as
portable devices like mobile phones, and
she has just had a breakthrough.
Her team at UOW’s Institute for
Superconducting & Electronic Materials
has developed a novel nanostructured
Germanium (Ge)-based anode material
for high powered rechargeable lithium
batteries.
Professor Guo, who is an ARC QEII Fellow,
said the development of this inexpensive
manufacturing technique is a breakthrough
that will provide a significant improvement
in battery technology, which can be used
to power the next generation of clean-tech
electric cars.
“The novel anode materials are very simple
to synthesize and cost-effective,” she said.
“They can be fabricated in large-scale by
industry, therefore have great commercial
potential.”
Independent test results show that Gebased cells have 5 times more energy
storage and the potential to go at least
2 times farther on a charge than current
electric vehicle.
“This equates to more than a 2 times
improvement in lithium-ion battery
capacity, and significant reduction in
charging time for batteries used in
consumer electronics, electric vehicles
and grid-scale energy storage,” Professor
Guo said.
“We’re truly excited about this
breakthrough and are looking forward

What was Earth’s climate like almost
four billion years ago? Given that the Sun
was 30 per cent cooler, was the Earth
chilly or did an atmosphere much richer in
greenhouse gases keep it warm?
By studying the world’s oldest sedimentary
rocks from Greenland, these are among
Earth’s secrets that are being answered by
research led by UOW’s Dr Allen Nutman
and Dr Vickie Bennett from the Australian
National University (ANU).
The research aims to solve problems
surrounding Earth’s early climate almost
four billion years ago, and to understand
the part that life might have already played
in regulating it.
Dr Nutman, from the School of Earth
and Environmental Sciences, says that
the research will give the “deepest time
perspective on Earth’s changing climate
feedback loops”.
“The research requires mapping and
sampling the oldest geological record
10
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preserved in the extremely rare, most
ancient sedimentary rocks found in small
areas of Greenland”, he said.
“These ancient samples are then studied
in the laboratories of UOW and ANU
using new analytical approaches to reveal
the details of early atmosphere and
environmental conditions.”
Dr Nutman said that the team’s first
finding was that Earth’s climate almost
four billion years ago was mild, with liquid
water present at the Earth’s surface. The
evidence for this comes from some 3.7
billion year old sedimentary rocks, within
which evidence can be seen that sediment
layers were disrupted and jumbled by
storm wave action. Storm waves would not
be present on a frozen planet with oceans
capped by ice.
The second finding was that CO2 (carbon
dioxide) was an important atmospheric gas,
because the oldest rocks include up to 3.9
billion years old carbonate sediments. On

the present day Earth, atmospheric CO2 is
sequestered into carbonate sediments –
such as corals being turned into limestone.
High CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere
could have been why Earth did not freeze
under the early cool Sun.
How did Earth’s oldest carbonate rocks
form? From already published research led
by Allen Nutman and by Nicolas Dauphas in
the US, their chemical composition argues
that life played a part in their deposition
– indicating the great antiquity of life on
Earth.
However, are there more direct signs of
early life activity in the form of fossils?
Hummocky layering preserved in these
rocks at one key outcrop resembles
microbial mat structures that can be seen
forming in some present-day environments.
Dr Nutman says “if the current research
by UOW and ANU confirms the microbial
origin for these structures, they will be by
far the oldest fossils ever found”.

to transitioning this technology to the
commercial marketplace.”
The research was recently published in,
Nano Letters. Professor Guo will talk about

this breakthrough and her research at the
first UOW Big Ideas Festival on Wednesday
8 May. For more information about this free
public event, see page 12.

New national dietary guidelines urge Australians to cut sugar
Researchers fear that if dietary changes
are not made and current trends continue,
by 2025, 83 per cent of men and 75 per
cent of women over 20 in Australia will be
overweight or obese.
In the first revision to The National Health
and Medical Research Council’s Australian
Dietary Guidelines in a decade, researchers
are urging Australians to cut down on
sugary drinks, limit salt intake and eat a
wider a variety of coloured vegetables in
new national dietary guidelines.
UOW researchers were part of a nationwide team that worked on the new
guidelines, which are the most authoritative
source of information on nutrition in
Australia and used by health professionals,

policy makers and educators.
Director of UOW’s Smart Foods Centre,
Professor Linda Tapsell, who played a large
role in developing them, said she and UOW
researchers, including Associate Professor
Peter Williams, Associate Professor Karen
Charlton, Dr Marijka Batterham and Dr
Yasmine Probst were part of the nationwide team that reviewed 55,000 pieces of
scientific research to come up with the new
guidelines, which urge Australians to cut
back on energy-dense, nutrient-poor foods
and drinks, such as sweetened soft drinks,
lollies and many take-away foods, and eat
more fruit and vegetables, low fat dairy,
wholegrains and lean meat and fish.
The new guidelines mark a change in

emphasis on fat, with a move away
from calls to cut intake and a distinction
between foods containing unhealthy
saturated fats, like butter and cream, and
those containing beneficial polyunsaturated
and monounsaturated fats, such as olive oil
and avocados.
The advice on salt intake has also become
more practical, focusing on food choice
rather than how much of certain nutrients
you should consume. Instead of “choose
foods low in salt”, researchers are now
urging people to limit their intake of foods
containing added salt, reading labels to
choose products that are lower in sodium
and not adding salt in cooking or at the
dinner table.
R E S E A R CH & INN O VAT I O N NE W S
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Big Ideas to change the world
UOW’s newest Professors will come together to share their bold ideas and research at the
first ever UOW Big Ideas Festival, a free and open to the public event in May.
From designing the next generation of
electric cars to creating digital innovations
for improving regional liveability, some
of UOW’s newest Professors will come
together to share their research that could
change the world at the first UOW Big Ideas
Festival on Wednesday 8 May.
A new initiative by UOW’s Deputy ViceChancellor (Research) Professor Judy
Raper, the festival will see 12 of UOW’s
recently promoted and appointed
professors sharing their research with the
public and industry at Innovation Campus.
“Big Ideas is a taster to some of the exciting
ideas and areas of research the University
of Wollongong is pursuing. It feeds into our
Global Challenges Program, which when
it kicks off in July, will see some of our
12
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best researchers utilising their expertise to
transform lives and regions – to solve key
issues like climate change and managing
an aging population,” Professor Raper said.
Interactive research stalls, live music
and networking drinks will cap off two
sessions of short and sweet 10 minute
talks on a range of topics, including police
management of psychiatric crisis incidents,
digital innovations for regional liveability
and designing the cars of the future.
POLICE MANAGEMENT OF PSYCHIATRIC
CRISIS INCIDENTS
They’re often first on the scene of a
psychiatric crisis incident, but do police
have the training to manage these
potentially volatile situations? Forensic

mental health researcher, Professor Stuart
Thomas, has spent six years working
with Victoria Police to help understand
police decision-making around resolving
psychiatric crisis incidents and why a
disproportionate number of people that
have been fatally wounded by police were
found to have had a major mental illness.
He will propose a whole of government
approach to address this national problem.
AN EIFFEL TOWER IN SUBURBIA
When Professor Catherine Cole was a child,
one of her school teachers said: “aren’t
we lucky children that Captain Phillip
arrived in Sydney before La Perouse. If he
hadn’t you’d all be speaking French.” The
statement has troubled her ever since.

What would have happened if the French
had reached our shores first? Professor
Cole has pursued an active research
interest in France for the past 20 years
and a new research project about the
doomed La Perouse, will offer insights
into the explorer’s life, the place in Sydney
named after him and just what might
have happened if the quirks of history had
favoured the French.

installing an internet filter to stop
Australians from accessing inappropriate
material, particularly sexualised
representations of minors. But is blocking
content the best way? Professor Mark
McLelland asks what exactly is it that we
are trying to protect young people from
by prohibiting their engagement with
potentially problematic representations of
online fictional characters?

ADDRESSING ‘GUT’ REACTIONS
As a human geographer, Professor Gordon
Waitt is fascinated by what mobilises
people to make particular choices. He
argues that bodily judgements or ‘gut
reactions’ play more of a role in our daily
decision making process than you might
think. Embedded in social and spatial
relations, they can cause us to feel pride,
disgust, shame or joy with just one look,
touch, sniff or taste and in turn, cause us to
make irrational decisions.

QUANTUM COMPUTING WITH
COLOURED CRAYONS
Technology is forever playing catch up
with mathematics. Mathematicians came
up with the Boolean algebra that powers
today’s computers in the 1840s, about 90
years before the first functional computer
was built. And 50 years after operator
algebras predicted the existence of the
Higgs boson (the “God particle”), CERN
experiments, which we only now have the
technology to conduct, confirmed it. So
what will mathematicians come up with
next? Professor Aidan Sims hopes his work
on operator algebras will underlie a whole
new era of ultrahigh speed computing:
quantum computing.

WASHED AWAY? IMPLICATIONS OF SEA
LEVEL RISE
If the sea level increases by up to one
metre this century as predicted, what will
this mean for our island nation? What
will happen to our maritime claims and
industries they sustain from fisheries and
tourism to shipping? Political geographer,
Professor Clive Schofield, says Australia’s
maritime claims are dependent on the
location of ‘baselines’ which are consistent
with the low-water line along our
enormously long coast and will change
as the sea level rises. Professor Schofield
will explore these challenges and suggests
innovative policy options to address them.
DOES ‘PEOPLE POWER’ REALLY HOLD
THE KEY TO OUR FUTURE?
Occupy Wall St movement, the Arab
Spring, the Green Revolution, the Orange
Revolution, the Velvet Revolution and
the anti-WTO all wanted to change the
world – not by toppling governments, but
by asserting the collective right of citizens
to question not only the nature of the
present, but of the future too. Director of
the Institute for Social Transformation
Research, Professor Ian Buchanan, will
explore whether or not people power is the
key to our future.
THOUGHT POLICING OR PROTECTION OF
YOUTH?
From 2010-2012 the Australian
government entertained the idea of

HOW TO BUILD A FREE-RADICALCATCHING-MACHINE!
Free radicals are all around us – they cause
us to ‘age’, they can make us sick, they
cause the things we buy (from paint on our
cars to clothes pegs) to deteriorate and fail.
Professor Stephen Blanksby, Director of
the UOW node of the Australian Research
Council Centre of Excellence in FreeRadical Chemistry and Biotechnology, says
designing new strategies and anti-oxidants
to control free radical damage requires
a better understanding of the molecules
themselves, but first we have to catch
them. Professor Blanksby will reveal his
innovative ‘free-radical-catching-machine’.
DESIGNING THE CARS OF THE FUTURE
Ditching petrol for a clean-tech, electric
car sounds like an earth-saving move in
theory. But if your charge is going to run
out half way through your journey, it’s not
very practical to make the switch. Nanoengineer Professor Zaiping Guo is working
on improving lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries
for use in electric vehicles, as well as
portable devices like mobile phones. In fact,
her team has recently had a breakthrough.
They have developed a new Germaniumbased material which means 5 times more
energy storage and the potential to go

at least 2 times farther on a charge than
current electric vehicles, plus much faster
charging.
MAKING ACCOUNTING ACCOUNTABLE
What counts more: that doctors heal
or that the healthcare industry pays?
That schoolchildren imagine and invent
possibilities for living differently or that
they test well enough for their schools
to get money? Professor Ed Arrington
believes economic accountability, as
written through accounting, may have
become the most dominant aspect of both
our identity and our culture; that questions
of what we do, why we do it, how well we
do it, and whether we should or should
not continue to do it, are all addressed and
answered by one thing: the financial cost.
DIGITAL INNOVATIONS FOR REGIONAL
LIVEABILITY
What will Wollongong look like in 2050?
How can we utilise information technology
to support urban development and increase
liveability in the local area? IT expert,
Professor Karlheinz Kautz, is involved in
developing digital innovations for local
Illawarra businesses and government
and he believes that a systemic approach
to support regional development in the
local area, and regional centres all over
Australia, is needed.
‘STANDING UP’ FOR CHILDREN’S
WELLBEING
Are young children as active as they
should be? Early childhood learning expert,
Professor Tony Okely, believes if we can
adopt more ways to encourage standing,
like replacing chairs with standing desks
and allowing children to move more
freely during and between activities, it will
enhance their school readiness and higher
levels of school readiness mean greater
educational and economic outcomes later
in life.
SMART’s Professor Pascal Perez will
also be sharing his big idea for integrated
transport and sustainable urban
development, as a precursor to Big Ideas,
at The Illawarra Business Chamber’s
Business After Hours event on 1 May.
For more information and to register
to attend the UOW Big Ideas Festival,
visit www.uow.edu.au/research/news/
bigideas. Tickets are limited and allocated
on a first come first served basis.
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TRAVEL TALE

Five-year European road trip to track climate change
Biologist and ARC Research Fellow, Dr Mark Ooi (below, right), has spent 3-6 months a year
for the last 5 years traveling the coasts of Portugal, Spain, France and the UK in a “very
fancy Kombi” to track the impacts of climate change on plants.

Living on the beach in a campervan was
never how I imagined academic life as a
plant ecologist. But between February and
June every year for the last five years, my
home was local camping grounds, hostels
or car parks stretched along the Atlantic
coast of Europe, where I ran a research
project investigating the impacts of climate
change on annual plants. My bedroom
was the covered rooftop of a fancy new
Volkswagen California, while the driver and
passenger section underneath served as
the kitchen, living room and plant and seed
identification lab.

charismatic blue-flowered Veronica
arvensis amongst the favourites, the
ridiculously abundant Cerastium diffusum
hated by everyone).
The payoff for all of this hard work, other
than the data, was living in sometimes
beautiful locations with great surf,
incredible food and a different culture to
absorb each week. As well as regular cake-

With the help of a PhD student and
numerous research assistants over the
years, we established eleven study sites
on coastal dunes along a south to north
gradient. Each year, our journey would start
in the small deserted beach town of Praia
de Tocha in Portugal, head along through
the wild greenery of Galicia and the rest of
northern Spain and up the west coast of
France from the piquant Basque country
to long wide beaches and dairy pastures
of Normandy. After a few months on the
continent, an overnight ferry would take
us to the UK where we would collect more
data in Cornwall surrounded by British
holiday makers, eventually finishing the trip
in Norfolk at the seaside village and birdwatching mecca of Holkham.
The aim of these trips was to collect
data – lots of data – so we could compare
population dynamics of species in cool
climates in the north with their dynamics in
the warmer south. This is a space-for-time
approach, used to make better predictions
about species response to future global
warming. So at each site we would lay
out transects and count the thousands of
tiny plants along them, some less than a
centimetre high, recording flowering and
collecting seeds. At times the work could
be mind-numbingly tedious – research
assistants would often spontaneously burst
into screams of anguish if they lost count
mid-plot, or start growing particularly
fond of one species over another (the
14
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based incentives, the thought of the weekly
restaurant treat kept people going through
the longest days of counting and during
cold rainy weather. Regular favourites were
fresh grilled fish on the beach in Portugal
sitting beside local farmers dressed in
their evening best, raciones of calamari
in Spain amongst patrons yelling at the
football on the TV, and buckwheat galettes
filled with Emmental, ham and egg in

the neighbourhood creperies throughout
France.
Most of the work was done next to the
beach and our research lives were often
intertwined with the daily ebb and flow
of locals passing by. These ranged from
a retired plant ecologist professor in
Brittany who was keen to help us out with
plant identification and a snail-collecting
shepherd in Galicia, to several visits from
the police who often seemed keen to move
us on because they couldn’t quite figure out
if what we were doing was wrong. There
were also nudists. Coastal dunes are the
main habitat of the European nudist and
they would often stare down at us, hands
on hips, possibly incredulous at our dress
sense. Mostly though, it was curious dog
walkers and swimmers asking why we
foreigners were hunched on the ground
over a quadrat at their local beach for days
on end.
By the end of the field work we had
collected roughly 250 000 data points,
now in their final stages of analysis.
We’d driven more than 40 000km – the
equivalent of going from Sydney to Perth
ten times. Getting the work done across
the four countries, and the logistical
and language problems that came with
that, was a challenge which grew to be
an enjoyable part of my life. Although
never getting anywhere near fluent in
any of the languages, I was quite proud
of my conversational French. In response
to questions from interested locals, I
would explain that we were looking at
the impacts of climate change on plants.
They’d listen to me patiently as I stumbled
through my French pronunciation, and
would often leave looking happy enough
but slightly bemused. I’ve since found out
that I was earnestly telling them we were
investigating the impact that changing the
air-conditioning would have on plants. It
makes me smile to think how they took
that information on with a simple Gallic
shrug and wandered off for their swim.
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OPINION

TrackingPoint bolt-action rifles are game-changers, not a game

a drone and go nail Bambi from hundreds
of miles away without the horrible
inconvenience of all that going outside!”
The similarities with videogames continue
with the ability to upload photos and videos
of your kill – captured by the rifle – to share
with members of your social networks – a
feature found in many current videogames.
It’s not hard to imagine a hunting-game
craze with repercussions not only in the
virtual world but in the physical.
We could also point to the potential
for cruelty to animals. Why? Because
users might feel compelled to create
an interesting clip somehow, and a
single clean shot might look somewhat
uninteresting.

Emerging technologies expert, Associate Professor Katina Michael, fears the line
between violence in the real-world and virtual world is starting to blur.
If you were born before 1985 there’s a
good chance you watched Looney Tunes
on a Saturday morning and followed the
exploits of Elmer Fudd, Bugs Bunny and
Daffy Duck.
Poor old Daffy, at times disguised as a
rabbit, just couldn’t outwit Bugs during
rabbit season; and Fudd was one of those
hunters you felt sorry for – a thousand
shots fired, some on target, but never able
to finish off his rival.
A modern-day remake of a Fudd cartoon
might feature a “precision-guided firearm,”
such as those in the recently released
TrackingPoint XactSystem series, making
Looney Tunes look like something out of
ancient history.
The cartoon might also be a little boring,
with a short and predictable ending: shoot
to kill the rabbit, and that’s it – dead. No
16
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great chase necessary, no teasing the
target animal out. The first time Daffy
came into Fudd’s field of view he’d be
annihilated with pin-point accuracy.
The new series of three TrackingPoint
bolt-action rifles was developed with
sport in mind – rather than combat or
law enforcement – and was released last
month at the Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) in Las Vegas.
The rifles contain a computerised and
networked tracking scope and some nonvolatile storage space to record everything
seen with the optics.
Looking through the scope presents the
shooter with a computerised “heads-up
display” (similar to the sort you might find
in a first-person shooter videogame) and
the ability to “tag” a target which is then
tracked by the rifle’s built-in software.

When the crosshairs in the heads-up
display (HUD) are centred on the tagged
target, a squeeze of the trigger will deliver
a TrackingPoint proprietary round with
great precision.
The TrackingPoint rifles have a Wi-Fi
server onboard, allowing them to be paired
up with an external iOS device. In this way,
an iPad app can then mirror the rifle’s HUD,
allowing a spotter to assist with shots
while looking at a bigger screen.
GAME HUNTING, OR HUNTING GAME?
With the addition of a computerised headsup display and the ability to mirror the view
from the rifle’s optics on an iPad, hunting
game is becoming ever more like a hunting
videogame.
As one SIMHQ forum user wrote: “Might
as well mount [a TrackingPoint rifle] on

VIRTUAL AND REAL-WORLD HUNTING
Using a TrackingPoint rifle is about more
than sport. Hunting has been game-ified.
The TrackingPoint rifles seem to create
a game-like experience reminiscent of
real-world, location-based, role-playing
games (LBRPG) where one fights virtual
“monsters” with real-world personas in
their given neighbourhood.
In 2011, YD Online, a Korean mobile
gaming company, launched Geo Hunters,
an iPhone-based LBRPG that sets gamers
to fight monsters in their vicinity. What’s
of particular interest is that “hidden
monsters” appear according to world news.
The CEO of YD Online, Dr. Hyun Oh Yoo,
believes this influenced-by-real-life
element of the game makes it “even more
relevant and engaging”.
Dr Yoo added: “Location-based technology
has revolutionised game mechanics and
GEO Hunters takes this type of experience
one step further by using Google Maps to
create a fun, addictive gaming environment.
We wanted to create a mobile game that
combines actual geography with fantasy,
while creating a community of engaged
competitive players.”
My fear is that the line between violence in
the real-world and virtual world is starting
to blur because of the location-based
element that fixes monsters (and yourself,
and other gamers) to a physical location
on the earth’s surface. Your feet might be
touching the ground but your head is in a
virtual world as you move around trying
to capture, tame, feed and build your own
army to protect the world.

I can envisage people feeling “trapped” by
virtual monsters surrounding them and
not knowing which way to turn in order to
maintain their position in the game. The
longer you are in the game, the higher the
stakes, after all.
So despite knowing too well it is just a
game, a gamer might accidentally step into
head-on traffic in order to avoid capture
in the physical world, risking – at best –
serious injury.

They may also become suspicious of
people around them, and fear the closeup tap on the shoulder that means “game
over”. The separation between that part of
the game conducted virtually and that part
of the game relevant to a physical location
begins to meld.
SCREEN VIOLENCE
With modern-day rifles – such as those
in the TrackingPoint series – real-world
violence (such as shooting at game)
is being presented as it might be in a
videogame.
It could be easy to dismiss the impact of
death of the target animal as something

less significant if you’re watching that
death through a heads-up display or on
an iPad. While there is much research still
to be done in this area, it surely warrants
concern.
No doubt, we will have to rethink what it
means to “pull the trigger” in the future –
someone who selects a graphic on an iPad
app might well plead they were simply
engaged in a game that went too far.
And all this even before augmented reality
hits the mainstream gaming scene. Users
might recant that it “felt like they were
taking a photograph”, or “they were just
playing an iPhone app”, and that they
weren’t actually holding a gun when the
round was fired.
THINK OF THE CHILDREN
I wonder if the TrackingPoint rifles come
with a sophisticated security system –
no-one seems to have mentioned this just
yet. What might happen if one was able
to take control of someone else’s weapon
wirelessly?
Thankfully, these precision guided firearms
don’t come cheap – about US$17,000. The
price tag minimises the risk that these guns
will be seen as children’s toys for creative
play.
That said, there’s now an iOS app that
allows kids to fire virtual NERF guns in an
augmented-reality game that looks like
TrackingPoint.
We may soon be raising a generation
of gamers who are good at real-world
hunting, but we might also be raising those
that won’t know the difference.
Yes, TrackingPoint guns promise exciting
technology but, as a Looney Tunes
character might put it: “That’s not all,
folks!”
Originally published on
theconversation.com.au
Katina Michael is an Associate Professor
in UOW’s School of Information Systems
and Technology and a member of the
Institute for Innovation in Business and
Social Research. Her research focuses on
the socio-ethical implications of emerging
technologies. Follow @katinamichael on
Twitter.
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RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT

Julie Posetti

Meet the researchers tackling Global Challenges

Former ABC journalist, academic and UOW PhD student, Julie Posetti, is researching
how Twitter and citizen journalism are changing the face of media.

Photos: Hossam el-Hamalawy | Flickr

which achieved the rare outcome of
bringing industry, academics and bloggers
to the discussion table. I was also thrilled
to lead a major project in partnership with
the ABC called Reporting Refugees in
2011. This project saw final year broadcast
students producing a radio program and
online content addressing the problematic
reporting of refugees and asylum seekers
through explanatory journalism that
humanised the political debates.
Have you always had an interest in media,
politics and storytelling?
Yes. My love of reading, oral history
and storytelling were what led me to
journalism.

What are you studying?
I’m studying for a PhD in journalism, which I
hope to complete this year.
What does your research focus on?
My PhD dissertation is tentatively titled
‘The Twitterisation of Journalism’. It
examines the intersection of social
media and professional journalism, with
a particular emphasis on the disruptive
and transformative impact of Twitter. I’ve
spent four year interviewing journalists
who were early adopters of the technology,
international news executives (including
senior editorial staff from The Guardian,
Aljazeera, ABC, BBC and The Washington
Post) who’ve driven the professional uptake
of Twitter and managed the consequences,
and conducting a large-scale survey
of the ABC’s editorial staff about their
use of and attitudes toward Twitter and
their experiences of using it for research,
investigation and verification.
There are three key themes characterising
my research. Firstly, the impact
of unmediated real-time audience
engagement on journalists 2), Secondly,
the impact of ‘Twitterisation’ on verification
principles and practices and lastly, the
impact of the clash of personal and public
experienced by journalists active on Twitter.
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How did you come to study at UOW?
I was born in Wollongong and began my
university studies here (I was enrolled in a
Bachelor of Arts, majoring in history and
politics, in the late 80s/early 90s) before
moving to work for ABCTV documentaries
and features in 1994. So, I was familiar with
the campus and when I decided to enrol in a
PhD after becoming a journalism academic,
I decided UOW was the best fit for me. That
was partly a result of my desire to study
within a faculty that was committed to
practice-based research and the attraction
of an innovative journalism school.
What’s been the highlight of your career
so far?
As a journalist, I enjoyed many highlights,
but I’s have to say winning the 1996
Australian Human Rights Award for radio
was a proud moment, as was being the
finalist in the Investigative Journalism
category of the Walkley Awards the
same year. These professional accolades
recognised my reports for AM, PM & The
World Today – which was about the abuse
children in state care and the race politics
of the Hanson era.
My academic career highlights include
running an international conference (in
partnership with the ABC) about the impact
of social media on professional journalism,

What do you think is the most important
issue facing media industry faces today?
There are convergent crisis confronting
professional journalism, namely the digital
revolution (in which social media is playing
a very significant role), the destruction of
the traditional advertising based business
model and the crisis of trust highlighted
by the News of the World scandal.
Professional journalism’s survival (in
which I have confidence) depends on how
effectively the profession responds to these
crises.
What do you plan on doing after the
completion of your study?
Throw myself into my new career as a
journalism academic at UOW (where
I began in February as a lecturer in
convergent and broadcast journalism),
synthesise the extensive social media
training I’ve undertaken with industry
(Eg.- Fairfax, News Limited, SBS, ABC)
with my academic research and journalism
in the field and, most importantly, spend
more quality time with my three year old
daughter!
What do you hope to achieve in your
research/field in the future?
I want to continue to focus on practiceled research and research-led practice
and make a significant contribution to the
journalism profession and media industries
at a time of dramatic change. I teach the
journalists of the future and I see my work
as, in part, helping to equip them to find the
solutions to the current crises.

UOW has announced the key academics
that will lead its new Global Challenges
Program.
Human geographer and expert on economic
and environmental transformation,
Professor Chris Gibson, has been appointed
Director of the Program, which is designed
to harness the expertise of UOW’s worldclass researchers to solve complex, realworld problems – to transform lives and
regions.
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)
Professor Judy Raper says Professor
Gibson is a perfect fit to lead the Program,
which will take on some of the biggest
global issues of the 21st century, such
as managing an aging population and
sustaining our environment.
“The significant problems that we face
today – climate change, a transitioning
economy, social inequality and an ageing
society – require new ways of thinking and
working together” says Professor Gibson.
“From July this year, when the Global
Challenges Program starts, we will be

bringing specialists, industry, government
and the community together in a much
more ambitious way to tackle the big
picture issues.
Professor Gibson says he is especially
excited about the prospect of focusing on
our region, the Illawarra, as a site from
which to imagine what global change might
look like.
“What better place to start than in our own
backyard?,” he said.
UOW has also announced the Academic
Leaders of the three Challenges that the
Program will initially focus on.
ARC Professorial Fellow and senior
researcher at UOW’s Intelligent Polymer
Institute, Professor Geoff Spinks, will lead
the Manufacturing innovation Challenge,
which aims to find clean and innovative
solutions to energy and manufacturing.
Materials engineer, Professor Spinks,
will utilise his extensive expertise to
help reposition the Illawarra, UOW’s
own industrially transforming backyard,
as a region of intense creativity and

experimentation, known globally for its
innovative, qualitative and taxonomic
approaches to sustainable regional
development.
International, maritime and humanitarian
law expert, Professor Stuart Kaye, will
head the Sustaining coastal and marine
zones Challenge. Professor Kaye was
the Dean of Law at UOW from 20022006 and after a stint at the University of
Western Australia, has recently re-joined
the Australian National Centre for Ocean
Resources and Security at UOW. Under
his leadership, UOW researchers will
focus their energy on devising practical
solutions to managing our coastal regions,
given that oceans cover 72 per cent of the
earth’s surface, hold 95 per cent of global
biodiversity and half the world’s population,
including 66% of Australians, live beside
their shores.
The Academic Leader of the Living well,
longer Challenge is still being considered.
For more info on Global Challenges, visit
uow.edu.au/research/globalchallenges
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NEW STAFF

Dr Steven Wales obtained a Bachelor
of Science from UOW in 2005, where he
was the awarded the Faculty of Science
University Medal for academic excellence.
He continued to pursue postgraduate
studies in synthetic chemistry at UOW in
the laboratory of A/Prof. Paul Keller and
obtained his PhD in 2010. Subsequently,
Steven was awarded an Amgen
Biopharmaceuticals Fellowship from
the American Australian Association to
undertake postdoctoral research at the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
USA. There, he worked with Professor
Jeffrey Johnson on the development
of new methods to exploit the energy
stored in strained small molecules for
the generation of new chemical building
blocks for the pharmaceutical industry.
Steven has now returned to UOW as an
Associate Research Fellow in the Centre
for Medicinal Chemistry. In association
with Professor Stephen Pyne and A/Prof
Paul Keller, Steven will be undertaking
the chemical synthesis of a new class of
antibiotics for the treatment of stomach
infections caused by the increasingly
problematic bacterium Clostridium
Difficile. This research is being performed
in collaboration with microbiologists at
the University of Western Australia and
Monash University, who will assess the
antibiotic efficiency of new compounds
produced at UOW. Steven is looking
forward to working with this talented
team of national scientists and anticipates
the discovery of new antibiotics for nextstage clinical trials.
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Dr Sureyya Saricilar is Research Fellow at
Materials, Mechanical, Mechatronic (MMM)
Engineering.
Sureyya completed a Bachelor of Science
(Chemistry) and a Master of Chemistry
at the Middle East Technical University in
Turkey.
She began working at ANSTO’s OrganicEnvironment laboratory in 1996 and
in 2001, commenced her PhD with the
University of New South Wales while
working part time. Her PhD research
involved synthesizing novel high oxygen
permeable materials and hydrogels
with random and block structures via
thermal and gamma radiation induced
polymerization. Their properties were
investigated for use in extended wear
contact lenses. At UNSW, she also worked
on a project synthesizing nano-particles for
antitumor drug delivery.
In 2008, she started work at UOW’s
Intelligent Polymer Research Institute.
She designed and synthesized a novel
and tough Double Network hydrogel that
may possibly be a substitute for artificial
cartilage and tendons in the future. She
then worked on the Australian Coal
Association Research Program project,
‘TOUGH SKIN for the mining industry’,
and on the hydrogel project at the
same time. Recently, she synthesised
solid electrolytes that are sufficiently
stretchable for wearable electronic
devices.
In her new position as Research Fellow
at MMM, Sureyya will be working on
synthesizing materials called Dielectric
Elastomers as next-generation polymeric
actuators.

Jef Pennings has recently joined the
Innovation and Commercial Research
team as a technology commercialisation
analyst. He graduated in 2012 from Utrecht
University in the Netherlands with a
master’s degree in Science and Innovation
Management. In 2010, Jef has spent one
semester at the University of Wollongong
as an exchange student taking innovation
and management related subjects. During
his studies he focused on life science
technologies, but also familiarized himself
with other technologies such as sustainable
energy technologies.
Jef is very passionate about new
technologies and excited to play a role in
the commercialisation of UOW’s intellectual
property. ICR’s goal of delivering value to
the University by managing the University’s
Intellectual Property portfolio by way of
its identification, protection, management
and ultimately its commercialisation
perfectly aligns with Jef’s degree in
Science and Innovation Management.
One of his first main tasks in his role as
technology commercialisation analyst will be
implementing the new intellectual property
database management system “TechTracS”.
Another essential part of his role will be
conducting due diligence assessments of
new innovations and provide ongoing project
support to the three Commercialisation
Managers.

Sepidar Sayyar has joined the Intelligent
Polymer Research Institute (IPRI) as an
Associate Research Fellow, working on
the development of grapheme polymer
composites for improving conductivity and
mechanical properties that are part of the
SMR project.
After completing his undergrad in
engineering in Iran and working in the
industry for two years as a chemical
expert and chemistry lab supervisor,
Sepidar moved to Malaysia for further
studies. He received a Graduate Research
Fellowship and Special Graduate
Research Allowance from the University
Putra Malaysia and graduated with a
Master of Science in chemical engineering
in 2009. He also worked as a teaching
Assistant and a lab demonstrator in
Malaysia. His research in Malaysia has led
to journal publications and won two silver
medals in the Research and Innovation
Exhibition and the Malaysia Technology
Expo.
Sepidar moved to Australia in 2010 to
do his PhD in material engineering. He
received full scholarship (UPA & HDR)
from UOW and started his PhD study at
IPRI under the supervision of Professor
David Officer, Professor Gordon Wallace,
Prof. Geoff Spinks and Dr Sanjeev
Gambhir. The focus of his PhD studies is
on developing biocompatible graphene
polymer composites for bioapplications.

Dr Jeong Kyu Lee has joined the Centre
for Health Initiatives (CHI) as a Research
Fellow. Jeong Kyu received his PhD in
Communication Arts and Sciences from
Pennsylvania State University in 2010 and
he specialized in health communication
and health interventions during his
doctoral years.
Prior to joining CHI, Jeong Kyu served
as a Post-Doctoral Research Fellow at
ClearWay Minnesota that was created in
1998 from the state’s tobacco settlement
funds. At ClearWay Minnesota, he was
actively involved in two primary areas:
managing and evaluating state-wide
surveillance data—the Minnesota Adult
Tobacco Survey (MATS)—and participating
in collaborative evaluation research—the
QUITPLAN® media campaign evaluation
project.
Jeong Kyu’s research integrates and
applies theories from communication,
marketing, and social psychology to
health campaign design and evaluation.
His recent research focuses on the use
of branding to promote healthy decision
making and behavioural change. At UOW,
he is looking forward to establishing
theory- and evidence-based guidance
for branded health campaign strategies
(media and message).

Lucas Hughes joined UOW’s Research
Services Office (RSO) in January this year,
working as a Grants Officer. A UOW graduate
with a degree in Electrical Engineering,
Lucas first worked at the university as an
eTeaching Support Officer in CEDiR back in
2005/06. He spent the last six years working
at BlueScope Steel in Port Kembla – first
as an Automation Engineer, then in various
planning and coordination roles within Supply
Chain and Logistics. In 2013 he returns to
UOW to undertake the position of Research
Grants Officer within the Grants Team at the
Research Services Office.
During his first month at the RSO, Lucas
has particularly enjoyed reviewing and
providing feedback on 2014 Discovery
Project proposals being submitted to the
Australian Research Council. Over the
coming months, he is looking forward to also
becoming experienced in other external as
well as internal research grant schemes. He
is motivated to provide helpful advice and
assistance to enhance the ability of academic
staff to secure competitive research grant
funding that is both vital their careers, and
supportive of UOW’s Strategic Plan.
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EVENTS

recognising outstanding
contributions to the university
connect: vice chancellor’s
awards 2013

What makes a good life?

THE GOOD LIFE
Friday 10 May | 12.30pm–1.30pm
Room 2–4, UniCentre (Building 11), UOW
INFO: iibsor.uow.edu.au/eventscalendar
RSVP: iibsor-info@uow.edu.au
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
As part of a national author tour, social

researcher and writer, Hugh Mackay,
will talk about his new book The Good
Life, at a presentation hosted by UOW’s
Institute for Innovation in Business and
Social Research (IIBSoR).
Professor Hugh Mackay has spent his
entire working life asking Australians about
their values, motivations, ambitions, hopes
and fears.

Now, in The Good Life, he addresses the
ultimate question: What makes a life worth
living?
His conclusion is provocative. The good
life is not the sum of our security, wealth,
status, postcode, career success and levels
of happiness. The good life is one defined
by our capacity for selflessness, the quality
of our relationships and our willingness to
connect with others in a useful way.
Professor Mackay examines what is known
as the Golden Rule through the prisms of
religion, philosophy, politics, business and
family life. And he explores the numerous
and often painful ways we distract
ourselves from this central principle:
our pursuit of pleasure, our attempts to
perfect ourselves and our children, and our
conviction that we can have our lives under
control.
Argued with all the passion and intelligence
we have come to expect from one of
Australia’s most prolific and insightful
authors, The Good Life is a book that will
start conversations, ignite arguments and
possibly even change the way we live our
lives.
To attend this free, public lecture, RSVP by
Monday 6 May. A light lunch will be served
shortly before the start of presentation.
Nick Rheinberger from ABC Illawarra will
MC the event and lead a Q&A session after
Professor Mackay’s presentation.

MARIE
LEWIS
AWARD

EXCELLENCE IN

RESEARCH

SERVICE
GENERAL
STAFF

AWARD

Research in three minutes

Recognising outstanding achievement
and research excellence from
academic staff and research partners.
Awards include:

OUTSTANDING

ROSEMARY
COOPER

Recognising general staff who are also completing a degree.
Selection is based on academic performance and service to the University.
Self-nomination from eligible general staff welcome.

 Senior Researcher
 Interdisciplinary Research
 Emerging Researcher
 Research Culture
 Research Supervision
 Research Commercialisation
 Research Partnerships

Recognising exceptional and outstanding achievements of individual staff members
and groups of staff (URAC and UniCentre staff included).
Nominations welcome from students, clients and staff.

Recognising general staff who have overcome significant barriers across the spectrum of diversity
or who have had a significant role in supporting staff or students within this spectrum of diversity.
Nominations welcome from students, clients and staff.

EXCELLENCE IN

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

Recognising exceptional community engagement of individual staff and groups of staff.
Nominations welcome from staff, community members and students.

THREE MINUTE THESIS
Tuesday 2 July | 5pm
McKinnon Building (67), UOW
INFO & RSVP: uow.edu.au/research/rsc
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Join us for the UOW final of the TransTasman Three Minute Thesis competition,
where research students have three
minutes to explain their thesis.
The 2012 UOW final saw winner Kevin
Loo talking about his research into new
treatments for prostate cancer.
“Prostate cancer is the number one cancer
in Australian men and while treatment is
very successful, approximately 40% of men
can experience unwanted complications
due to badly placed radiation”, Kevin from
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OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION TO

TEACHING &
LEARNING

These awards recognise academic and general staff doing excellent
work to enhance UOW’s high standards of teaching and learning.
Nominations for this round have closed.

25 YEARS
SERVICE

Recognising employees with 25 years continuous service at the University.

AWARD

the Faculty of Engineering’s Centre for
Medical Radiation Physics explained.
“By developing a brand new, real-time
in-body imaging device called BrachyView,
we can ensure that such errors are avoided

and thus treatment outcomes maximised.”
For an insight into the next crop of brilliant
young researchers, don’t miss the 2013
UOW final of the Three Minute Thesis.

NOMINATE BY THE 31 MAY 2013
TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT:
uow.edu.au/about/vcawards
R E S E A R CH & INN O VAT I O N NE W S

|
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